INSTRUCTIONS FOR INCOMING ERASMUS STUDENTS

EDUCATION SCIENCE
LEARNING AGREEMENT

Prepare all documentation in accordance with the regulations of the University of Turin and those of your own university.

Send all documentation before the start of semester

- by July if you arrive for the first semester
- By December if you arrive for the second semester.

Choose courses from those offered by the Department of Philosophy and Education Science.

Only in exceptional circumstances should courses from other Departments be included.
ERASMUS REPRESENTATIVE

• Within the first week of arrival, contact the Erasmus contact person for Education Sciences - Prof. Carlo Capello
  carlo.capello@unito.it
GET INFORMATION

• Read the web pages of the courses you intend to follow and pay close attention to:
  - the specific dates of the academic semester
  - the class schedule
  - the location

• For an Education Sciences Degree, there may be two locations: Turin and Savigliano.
WHY IT’S IMPORTANT TO USE UNITO MAIL

• Check your UniTo institutional e-mail regularly (firstname.surname @edu.unito.it).
• Through your institutional email you receive:
  - information from UniTo
  - communication from professors
  - communication from the local Erasmus contact person (Prof. Capello) and the Erasmus students tutor ("buddy").
EXAMS

- As soon as you arrive, please contact the teachers of your specific subjects to find out about the syllabus and all examination procedures.

- Most of the courses are offered in Italian. Knowledge of Italian is strongly recommended.
IMPROVE YOUR ITALIAN

To increase your knowledge of the Italian language, take part in UniTo's activities. News of meetings, conferences, films, theatre performances, sports activities and much more are published on www.unito.it